..for the benefit of Miranda Dec 30, 2012
We received a request from Amanda via email, after learning of Miranda’s problems…
and immediately asked for a scan…
Initial chakra scan – of the 7 primary energy centers ion the physical body.
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Redness (indicating stress) in stomach and above eyes, stress in neck.
More than one attachment was found, and one was identified as the great-grandmother
that had recently passed.
We immediately asked for assistance from Angels. (and they responded)..
After speaking with Amanda, we set up to have a Session that evening.
When we looked that evening, Archangel Michael was identified as having been
present, and angels were with Miranda. Her third eye had stopped fluttering.
We then discovered there were three energies plus Lorraine present. We found that
Lorraine was there because she simply didn’t understand she was harming the child,
only wanting to stay with her, because she wanted to be with her and help her (not
knowing that she, Lorraine, had no energy of her own, since she had not yet gone into
the Light).
We found Jessica and Robert – who were children who died 1n 1900 by drowning, and
had entered Miranda when Miranda was having trouble breathing - they had made a

deal with the dark side, which the dark side did NOT honor, so Archangel Michael was
asked and then destroyed the contracts. We also discovered Daniel, an energy
embedded in Robert, who had also died in 1900 and also made a deal.. which was also
destroyed. . . After which, since Jessica, Robert and Daniel had seen the activities of the
Archangel; Jessica identified Sister Mary Gabriel, as one she would like to see that she
thought she never would. Turns out the children were orphans and the Sister had taken
care of them … We called into the Light, the sister came to us, and – after appropriate
safeguards and protocol, (including Undoing all that had been done to harm Miranda) –
Sister Mary Gabriel took all four of the discarnates back into the Light.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Sage the environment, use clear glass of water, and – express appreciation to “The
System”.. ..that term encompasses Source Energy (AKA GOD), the Angels and
Archangels, since we also asked Archangel Raphael and the Ministry of Healing Angels
assistance, which they provided.
AND –
In cases where radically different behavior occurs, ask for a scan. It doesn’t take at lot
of time, and it MAY reveal that action needs to be taken..
Thanks for asking. There are very powerful beings who are eager to help – but the rule
is: we must ask.

